
KANDOS WAS NEVER CHANDOS 
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I am making a bold declaration when I say Kandos was never Chandos. Particularly when the 
opposite assertion is made in a recently published book Rocky Mountain Spirit: A Social 
History of Kandos by Kay Andos. 
 
On page 40 Andos states that the area where Kandos is situated was called Chandos, named, 
she says, after the parliamentarian William Chandos Wall. To show further connection with 
Kandos she claims that Wall launched “a cement works in South Australia naming it 
Chandos”. “In the early 1900s,” she writes “gold petered out and with the hint of industry in 
the nearby Chandos area, many...settlers (from the Sofala area) moved camp to Chandos”. 
Her assertion that Kandos was originally called Chandos is repeated through the book. 
 
As we know merely stating something doesn’t make it true. However when something 
appears in a history book as “fact”, readers are likely to accept it as truth or at least give the 
writer the benefit of the doubt. And so history is changed.  
 
How do I know Kandos was never Chandos? Because there is no evidence. However there is 
plenty of evidence that Candos, later Kandos, began at Coomber.  
 
The origin of Kandos appears in records of the time. On 15 January 1914 the Mudgee 
Guardian announced in the Rylstone News section: “For better or worse the new mining 
township has been christened ‘Candos’...The plan of survey of the proposed new cement 
town at Coomber, to be known as ‘Candos’ was laid on the table by the clerk showing the 
streets and other details.”  
 
Some of our pioneers, the Lloyds, Donoghues, Masons and Georges, (all of whom are 
memorialised in street names) had holdings at Coomber. Numerous articles appeared in the 
Rylstone media about these Coomber residents - fighting fires, playing tennis, collecting 
money for the Red Cross, and buying and selling stock. From 1875 the children of some of 
these residents attended the newly approved school, named by the Education Department 
“Coomber Provincial School”. In 1903 a coal mine was opened at Coomber, which later 
became the cement company’s coal mine. So Coomber, not Chandos, was the area where 
Candos began. 
 
The name Candos was used until 11 March 1915 when the Mudgee Guardian alerted readers 
once again: “You are required to spell the industrial centre, known hitherto as Candos, with a 
K instead of a C”. All public records for the railway, post office and education departments 
show the change from Candos to Kandos.  
 
Most Kandos residents know that the naming of their town had something to do with a place 
in South Australia called Chandos. The connection was explained in a Daily Telegraph 
supplement on 7 October 1966 headlined “Much Controversy Over Town’s Name”. It 
reported that the Rylstone Shire Clerk Mr D White having researched the subject, found that 
Kandos had to be changed from Candos because the latter name caused confusion with 
Chandos in South Australia. This explanation can also be found in Bruce Fleming’s History 
of Kandos.  



It seems to me that Andos speculates about Kandos’ origin on the basis of a local 
parliamentarian with the middle name Chandos. Unfortunately there seems to be no evidence 
to support that theory. 
 
A search of Trove, an on-line resource of the National Library, particularly good for 
newspapers, reveals no place in New South Wales called Chandos. Nor do any maps, public 
records or micro-filmed newspapers that I have researched. 
 
A Google search reveals that William Chandos Wall was the state member for Mudgee for 
four terms and Rylstone for one term (which ended in 1895). He was a mining agent who 
took out numerous mining leases, though none closer to Kandos than Mt Knowles. His 
connection to the Coomber/Kandos area seems insignificant.  
 
I am surprised that Andos asserts that William Chandos Wall launched a Chandos cement 
works in South Australia. A Google and Trove search of Chandos in South Australia shows it 
was a little-known farming area which was proclaimed a county in 1893. In 1910 residents 
asked for the education department to provide a school for the 25 to 30 children in the area 
and in 1912 a railway siding was opened so that local farmers could send their goods to the 
city. In the 1920s and 1930s it was a well-known wheat growing area and held Wheat Crop 
Competitions each year. A search on Trove of Chandos+cement gives no matches. On the 
other hand a search of Kandos+cement gives 14,800 matches.  
 
Andos includes a single piece of secondary evidence (page 55) as proof that Kandos was 
called Chandos: “Snippet taken from Railway Historical Society magazine p16”. It states that 
Kandos railway station opened as Chandos on 12.4.1914. There is no author of the piece so 
we can’t assess the person’s historical background or knowledge. And there is no date, issue 
number or clear title to help us track the evidence. It is suspect as a piece of evidence. 
 
Why am I making such a fuss about the origin of Kandos? Because I believe our history is 
important. History tells us who we are and where we come from. Knowing our history can 
help us navigate our future. But we need to feel confident it is correct. 
 
There is no doubt that history is a changing conversation and can be looked at from many 
perspectives. Part of the enjoyment of history is searching and discovering new evidence. But 
that evidence always needs to be assessed, compared, re-checked and validated.  
 
We must safe-guard our history. Just as we must safe-guard our museum, which contains our 
history wealth. 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 


